ACADEMIC STRAND FOCUS 2018-2019

K-5 Academic Focus
Brekke             Academy of Science & Inquiry
Elm                Academy of Environmental & Life Science & Math
Harrington         Academy of Environmental Sciences and the Arts
Marina West        Academy of Environmental Science & Creative Arts
Marshall           Academy of Visual & Performing Arts
McAuliffe          STEAM Academy
McKinna            Academy of MultiMedia
Ramona             Academy of Environmental Science
Ritchen            Academy of Science and Technology
Rose Avenue        Academy of School of Science and Wellness
Sierra Linda       Academy of Health & Arts

K-8 Academic Focus
Chavez             Academy of Literacy, Communication Arts and Technology
Curren             EYES Academy: Enriching Youth via Environmental Studies
Driffill           Academy of Environmental Science and Global Awareness
Kamala             Academy of the Arts and Technology
Lemonwood          Academy of Communication, Arts and Technology
Soria              Academy of Technology, Arts and Language

6-8 Academies
Frank              Academy of Marine Science & Engineering
Fremont            Academy of Environmental Science & Innovative Design
Haydock            Academy of Arts and Sciences